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All Remaining Due Dates

Assignment Deadline

SONA credits Wednesday, 6/1 at 4PM

CourseKata modules Friday 6/3 at 11:59PM

Quiz 5 Friday 6/3 at 5PM

Milestone 5: Final project report Friday 6/3 at 11:59PM

CAPEs Saturday 6/4 at 8AM

Final project poster Monday, 6/6 at 12PM (NOON)

Final project showcase Tuesday, 6/7 at 8AM-10:50AM

Project peer reviews (during showcase) Tuesday, 6/7 at 8AM-10:50AM

Project team evaluations (after showcase) Tuesday, 6/7 at 11:59PM

Lab 5 Wednesday, 6/8 at 11:59PM
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Please stay tuned for 
information about  

the project showcase 
over Slack & Canvas!



Every time someone fills  
out a CAPE, an actual  

unicorn does a little dance.
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What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2

What does the word "correlation" mean to you?
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Z(X) =
X � µ

�

How to "z-score" your data:



Pearson's correlation coefficient
Compare these two scatter plots. How are they 
similar? How are they different?

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



➤ Variance for a single variable 

➤ Covariance between two variables: 

Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

s2 =

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)2

N � 1

covariance =

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

N � 1

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



• Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) scales the covariance so 
that it has a standard scale (ranging between -1 and +1). 
 

• Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) measures the 
covariance between z-scored data (since the std deviation 
of z-scored data is 1)

Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy

covariance =

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

N � 1
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is calculated by adding 
up a bunch of horizontal/vertical 
deviations from the mean. 

➤
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is calculated by adding 
up a bunch of horizontal/vertical 
deviations from the mean. 

➤ A data point that is in the top right 
of this z-scored scatter plot will 
increase Pearson's r.  

➤ Its x-value > mean(x) and  
y-value > mean(y). 

➤  
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is calculated by adding 
up a bunch of horizontal/vertical 
deviations from the mean. 

➤ A data point that is in the top right 
of this z-scored scatter plot will 
increase Pearson's r.  

➤ Its x-value > mean(x) and  
y-value > mean(y). 

➤ A data point in the bottom left will 
also increase Pearson's r. 

➤ Its x-value < mean(x) and 
y-value < mean(y), so product is 
positive.

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is calculated by adding 
up a bunch of horizontal/vertical 
deviations from the mean. 

➤ BUT a data point in the top left will 
decrease Pearson's r. 

➤ Its x-value < mean(x) but its 
y-value > mean(y), so product is 
negative.
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is calculated by adding 
up a bunch of horizontal/vertical 
deviations from the mean. 

➤ BUT a data point in the top left will 
decrease Pearson's r. 

➤ Its x-value < mean(x) but its 
y-value > mean(y), so product is 
negative. 

➤ Same goes for a data point in the 
bottom right. 

➤ Its x-value > mean(x) but its y-
value < mean(y), so product is 
negative.

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is maximized (r = +1) 
when all data points fall perfectly 
onto a straight line with positive 
slope.
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy
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➤ Pearson's r is maximized (r = +1) 
when all data points fall perfectly 
onto a straight line with positive 
slope. 

➤ Pearson's r is minimized (r = -1) 
when all data points fall perfectly 
onto a straight line with negative 
slope.
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Calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient

r =
covariance

sxsy
=

Pn
i=1(xi � x̄)(yi � ȳ)

(N � 1)sxsy

1

1
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2
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➤ Pearson's r is maximized (r = +1) 
when all data points fall perfectly 
onto a straight line with positive 
slope. 

➤ Pearson's r is minimized (r = -1) 
when all data points fall perfectly 
onto a straight line with negative 
slope. 

➤ Pearson's r is zero (r=0) when data 
points form a ball-shaped cloud with 
no apparent tendency toward 
positive or negative slope. 

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Pearson's correlation coefficient

Which pair of variables is more strongly correlated?

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Pearson's correlation coefficient

"Correlation between thumb and pinkie is stronger than 
correlation between thumb and height." 

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



How is Pearson's correlation coefficient related to 
the slope of a linear regression model?

➤ Both slope of regression line and Pearson's r tell you something 
about the strength of a linear relationship between two variables.  

➤ But they give you different kinds of information: 
➤ Pearson's r gives you information that is independent of the 

units used to measure both variables. Tells you how close the 
relationship is to a perfect linear relationship.  

➤ The slope of regression line tells you estimated change in 
value of outcome variable (Y) for each unit of change in 
predictor variable (X). Useful for making precise predictions. 

➤ Slope and Pearson's r are equal when sd of Y and X are equal.

�1 = r(Y,X) ⇤ sY
sX

<latexit sha1_base64="oI7g4WUAhhxg1XTLnxwjqMLYpb4=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmaBGqSEmkohuh6MZlBdumNCFMppN26GQSZiZCCd278VfcuFDErT/gzr9x2mahrQfu5XDOvczcEySMSmVZ38bS8srq2npho7i5tb2za+7tt2ScCkyaOGaxcAIkCaOcNBVVjDiJICgKGGkHw5uJ334gQtKY36tRQrwI9TkNKUZKS75ZcgOikG/DKygqnVPnGJ5ANxQIZ9LvjHVzxr5ZtqrWFHCR2DkpgxwN3/xyezFOI8IVZkjKrm0lysuQUBQzMi66qSQJwkPUJ11NOYqI9LLpLWN4pJUeDGOhiys4VX9vZCiSchQFejJCaiDnvYn4n9dNVXjpZZQnqSIczx4KUwZVDCfBwB4VBCs20gRhQfVfIR4gnYTS8RV1CPb8yYukdVa1a9Xzu1q5fp3HUQCHoAQqwAYXoA5uQQM0AQaP4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2P2eiSke8cgD8wPn8APyKZUw==</latexit>
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Pearson's correlation coefficient

Which of these unstandardized scatterplots shows 
a stronger correlation between the two variables?

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Remember to visualize your data!

➤ Pearson's r is very 
sensitive to outliers.  

➤ Also, you can calculate 
Pearson's r for any set of 
(x,y) coordinates .... but 
that doesn't mean that 
you are looking at a 
linear relationship!

1
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Learn about  
these in Week 3!





Summary 
statistics are 
identical in all 
13 graphs.



Summary 
statistics are 
identical in all 
13 graphs.

Don't be fooled: 
visualize your data!



Correlation and causation

https://xkcd.com/552/

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Correlation and causation

➤ So many of you might be familiar with the mantra: 
"correlation doesn't imply causation."  

➤ It's a useful reminder because as human beings, we are 
extremely good at detecting patterns and finding meaning in 
the patterns we see. 

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Correlation and causation

https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikaandersen/2012/03/23/true-fact-the-lack-of-pirates-is-causing-global-warming/

http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations
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Correlation and causation

➤ So many of you might be familiar with the mantra: 
"correlation doesn't imply causation."  

➤ It's a useful reminder because as human beings, we are 
extremely good at detecting patterns and finding meaning in 
the patterns we see.  

➤ How should we think about the relationship between 
correlation and causation? Oftentimes observational data is 
the only kind available.

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



““Correlation does not imply 
causation, but it’s a pretty good hint.”

-Edward Tufte
35



Understanding causation using causal graphs

A causal graph describes the latent causal relations that give 
rise to the variables that we measure

study 
time

exam 
grades

exam 
finish times

arrows reflect  
causal relations

Causal relations mean 
that manipulating one 

variable will change 
another 

Increasing study time 
will increase knowledge, 
which increases grades 

and reduces exam 
finishing time

+-
knowledge 

(latent)+

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Correlation and causation

Correlations may reflect causal relations or the effects of 
common causes

lines 
reflect  

correlation 
(positive/negative)

study 
time

exam 
grades

exam 
finish times

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Correlation and causation
➤ Correlations can sometimes 

imply the wrong causal 
relation 

➤ Negative correlation 
between exam grades and 
exam finishing time 
➤ Might be interpreted to 

mean that finishing the 
exam faster will improve 
grades! 

➤ So if we only measured 
exam grades & finish times 
in this study, we might fool 
ourselves! 

lines 
reflect  

correlation 
(positive/negative)

study 
time

exam 
grades

exam 
finish times
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Natural experiments 

➤ Ideally, if we want to be able to draw stronger inferences about 
causal relationships between variables, we would run a 
randomized controlled experiment. 

➤ But this isn't always possible! (e.g., randomly assigning smoking 
habits to individuals and tracking them over a long time) 

➤ Instead, a still-powerful alternative is a natural experiment. 
➤ A natural experiment is an empirical study in which 

individuals (or clusters of individuals) are exposed to the 
experimental and control conditions that are determined by 
nature or by other factors outside the control of the 
investigators. 

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2



Example: Natural experiment exposing relationship 
between smoking and heart disease
➤ In Helena, Montana a smoking ban was in effect in all public spaces, 

including bars and restaurants, during the six-month period from June 2002 
to December 2002.  

➤ Helena is geographically isolated and served by only one hospital. The 
investigators observed that the rate of heart attacks dropped by 40% while 
the smoking ban was in effect.  

➤ Opponents of the law prevailed in getting the enforcement of the law 
suspended after six months, after which the rate of heart attacks went back 
up.  

➤ This study was an example of a natural experiment, called a case-crossover 
experiment, where the exposure is removed for a time and then returned.  

➤ However, the inability to control variables in natural experiments can impede investigators from 
drawing firm conclusions. Critics argued that the particularly large percentage fluctuation in the 
rate of myocardial infarction was likely due to chance, given the small population size.

What is correlation & how does it relate to causation?2
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How to extend your model to multiple predictors?3

errordata +model=
what we 
actually 
observe

what we 
expect to 
observe

difference 
between 
expected and 
observed

3



What is the General Linear Model (GLM)?
A general linear model is a specific type of statistical model in which 
the values of a dependent/outcome variable is determined by a linear 
combination of independent predictor variables that are each multiplied 
by a weight (often represented by the letter b or Greek letter "beta," β).

value of 
predictor 
variable

e.g., height

errorslopeintercept

Yi = b0 + b1Xi + ei

<latexit sha1_base64="nsYC5Tv99KjQ982Eahysl1SksEc=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEoVBmpKIboejGZQX7kHYYMumdNjSTGZKMUEpx46+4caGIW7/CnX9j2s5CWw8knJxzLzf3BAlnSjvOt5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7LVkAUcCagrpnm0EokkCjg0AwG1xO/+QBSsVjc6WECXkR6goWMEm0k3z649xm+xIHv4JK5Xdwy7xIGn/l20Sk7U+BF4makiDLUfPur041pGoHQlBOl2q6TaG9EpGaUw7jQSRUkhA5ID9qGChKB8kbTFcb42ChdHMbSHKHxVP3dMSKRUsMoMJUR0X01703E/7x2qsMLb8REkmoQdDYoTDnWMZ7kgbtMAtV8aAihkpm/YtonklBtUiuYENz5lRdJ47TsVspnt5Vi9SqLI48O0RE6QS46R1V0g2qojih6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEpzVtazj/7A+vwBtVmUcQ==</latexit>

observed value 
of outcome variable
e.g., thumb length

Ŷi

<latexit sha1_base64="QgBSYPDHtd1AZubZOnc35hwYD+o=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8cK9os2lM120y7dTcLuRCihv8KLB0W8+nO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63U1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0dNE6ea8QaLZazbATVciog3UKDk7URzqgLJW8H4bua3nrg2Io4ecZJwX9FhJELBKFqp0xtRzDrTvuiXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpYpHyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8oWxMh7xraUQVN342P3hKzqwyIGGsbUVI5urviYwqYyYqsJ2K4sgsezPxP6+bYnjjZyJKUuQRWywKU0kwJrPvyUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObUcmG4C2/vEqaF1Xvsnr1cFmp3eZxFOEETuEcPLiGGtxDHRrAQMEzvMKbo50X5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwBAwyQjg==</latexit>

predicted value of outcome variable

observed value of outcome variableYi

<latexit sha1_base64="nkZ3pBXv3YMIfPKnv96zqWCU0MM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPRi8eK9kPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuLaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/WNP9MoVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndevbg7r9Su8ziKcATHcAoeXEINbqEODWAwgGd4hTdHOi/Ou/Mxby04+cwh/IHz+QMz7o3B</latexit>

How to extend your model to multiple predictors?13



Example: making predictions using a linear model

value of 
predictor 
variable

errorslopeintercept

Yi = b0 + b1Xi + ei

<latexit sha1_base64="nsYC5Tv99KjQ982Eahysl1SksEc=">AAACAnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUVfiJlgEoVBmpKIboejGZQX7kHYYMumdNjSTGZKMUEpx46+4caGIW7/CnX9j2s5CWw8knJxzLzf3BAlnSjvOt5VbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7LVkAUcCagrpnm0EokkCjg0AwG1xO/+QBSsVjc6WECXkR6goWMEm0k3z649xm+xIHv4JK5Xdwy7xIGn/l20Sk7U+BF4makiDLUfPur041pGoHQlBOl2q6TaG9EpGaUw7jQSRUkhA5ID9qGChKB8kbTFcb42ChdHMbSHKHxVP3dMSKRUsMoMJUR0X01703E/7x2qsMLb8REkmoQdDYoTDnWMZ7kgbtMAtV8aAihkpm/YtonklBtUiuYENz5lRdJ47TsVspnt5Vi9SqLI48O0RE6QS46R1V0g2qojih6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEpzVtazj/7A+vwBtVmUcQ==</latexit>

observed value 
of outcome variable

How to extend your model to multiple predictors?1

Suppose: 
• Your estimate of b0 (the y-intercept) = -3. 
• Your estimate of b1 (the slope) = 2.5. 

What happens to Y if you increase X by 4?

3



How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

Two questions we might 
want to ask: 
➤ Decide: Is there a 

relationship between 
study time and grade? 

➤ Predict: Given a 
certain amount of 
study time, what 
grade would we 
predict?

13



How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

Two questions we might 
want to ask: 
➤ Decide: Is there a 

relationship between 
study time and grade? 

➤ Predict: Given a 
certain amount of 
study time, what 
grade would we 
predict?

r(studyTime, grade)=0.634 
t = 2.01 
p(tdf=5≥2.01) = 0.09

lm(grade~studyTime,
data=df)

Coefficients:
(Intercept)    studyTime  
     76.156        1.438  

1

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="/sK6F5IUBed+Z5xs7a8DFKyMF10=">AAACGnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSCIQtgVRS+C6MVjhESFJITe2U4yOPtgplcIS77Di7/ixYMi3sSLf+PkcTDGgoaiqpvuriBV0pDnfTszs3PzC4uFpeLyyurauruxeWOSTAusiUQl+i4Ag0rGWCNJCu9SjRAFCm+D+8uBf/uA2sgkrlIvxWYEnVi2pQCyUsv1OxpC5Ge80QXKGwES9Fs+3+eGsrBXlRHygwnPa7klr+wNwaeJPyYlNkal5X42wkRkEcYkFBhT972UmjlokkJhv9jIDKYg7qGDdUtjiNA08+Frfb5rlZC3E20rJj5Uf0/kEBnTiwLbGQF1zV9vIP7n1TNqnzZzGacZYSxGi9qZ4pTwQU48lBoFqZ4lILS0t3LRBQ2CbJpFG4L/9+VpcnNY9o/Kx9dHpfOLcRwFts122B7z2Qk7Z1eswmpMsEf2zF7Zm/PkvDjvzseodcYZz2yxCThfP3pMn+s=</latexit>
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

r(studyTime, grade)=0.634 
t = 2.01 
p(tdf=5≥2.01) = 0.09

➤ Suppose that some 
students took a prior 
course on the topic 

➤ Those students have 
substantially higher grades 
in the course, given the 
same amount of study time 

➤ We can generate a more 
complex model that 
includes both of these 
factors

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0

1

slope slope intercept

3



How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

r(studyTime, grade)=0.634 
t = 2.01 
p(tdf=5≥2.01) = 0.09

➤ Suppose that some 
students took a prior 
course on the topic 

➤ Those students have 
substantially higher grades 
in the course, given the 
same amount of study time 

➤ We can generate a more 
complex model that 
includes both of these 
factors

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0

You can use "dummy coding": 
include column in your dataframe 
coding each group as "0" and "1"

1

slope slope intercept

3



How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

1

Model 1: Simple linear regression (1 predictor)

Model 2: Multiple linear regression (2 predictors)
grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="/sK6F5IUBed+Z5xs7a8DFKyMF10=">AAACGnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSCIQtgVRS+C6MVjhESFJITe2U4yOPtgplcIS77Di7/ixYMi3sSLf+PkcTDGgoaiqpvuriBV0pDnfTszs3PzC4uFpeLyyurauruxeWOSTAusiUQl+i4Ag0rGWCNJCu9SjRAFCm+D+8uBf/uA2sgkrlIvxWYEnVi2pQCyUsv1OxpC5Ge80QXKGwES9Fs+3+eGsrBXlRHygwnPa7klr+wNwaeJPyYlNkal5X42wkRkEcYkFBhT972UmjlokkJhv9jIDKYg7qGDdUtjiNA08+Frfb5rlZC3E20rJj5Uf0/kEBnTiwLbGQF1zV9vIP7n1TNqnzZzGacZYSxGi9qZ4pTwQU48lBoFqZ4lILS0t3LRBQ2CbJpFG4L/9+VpcnNY9o/Kx9dHpfOLcRwFts122B7z2Qk7Z1eswmpMsEf2zF7Zm/PkvDjvzseodcYZz2yxCThfP3pMn+s=</latexit>

Model 0: Null model (intercept only)
grade = �̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="KVwkU7vsND8QaBikSP18E8FTIGQ=">AAAB/3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLCl68NAbBU5iRiF6EoBePEcwCSQg1nUrSpGehu0YIYw7+ihcPinj1N7z5N3aWgyY+KHi8V0VVPT9W0pDrfjtLyyura+uZjezm1vbObm5vv2qiRAusiEhFuu6DQSVDrJAkhfVYIwS+wpo/uBn7tQfURkbhPQ1jbAXQC2VXCiArtXOHPQ0d5Fe82QdKmz4SjNoub+fybsGdgC8Sb0bybIZyO/fV7EQiCTAkocCYhufG1EpBkxQKR9lmYjAGMYAeNiwNIUDTSif3j/iJVTq8G2lbIfGJ+nsihcCYYeDbzgCob+a9sfif10ioe9lKZRgnhKGYLuomilPEx2HwjtQoSA0tAaGlvZWLPmgQZCPL2hC8+ZcXSfWs4BUL53fFfOl6FkeGHbFjdso8dsFK7JaVWYUJ9sie2St7c56cF+fd+Zi2LjmzmQP2B87nD7nhlUc=</latexit>
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?
Call:
lm(formula = grade ~ studyTime + priorClass, data = df)

Residuals:
       1        2        3        4        5        6        7        
8 
 3.58333  0.75000 -3.58333 -0.08333  0.75000 -6.41667  2.08333  
2.91667 

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)  70.0833     3.7680  18.600 8.27e-06 ***
studyTime     1.6667     0.4553   3.661   0.0146 *  
priorClass    9.1667     2.8793   3.184   0.0244 *  
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 4.021 on 5 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.8028, Adjusted R-squared:  0.724 
F-statistic: 10.18 on 2 and 5 DF,  p-value: 0.01726
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?
grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?
grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

�1

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

�1

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

�1

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

�2 �1

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂2 ⇤ priorClass+ �̂0
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

What is a statistical interaction?
➤ Sometimes the effect of one predictor variable depends on 

another variable.  
➤ For example, "How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 

ability depend on baseline anxiety?" 
➤ When that is the case, we say that these two variables "interact 

with each other" or that "there is an interaction between these 
two variables."
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 
ability depend on baseline anxiety?
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

lmResultCaffeine = lm(speaking~caffeine,data=df)
summary(lmResultCaffeine)

Call:
lm(formula = speaking ~ caffeine, data = df)

Residuals:
   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max 
-33.10 -16.02   5.01  16.45  26.98 

Coefficients:
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)   -7.413      9.165   -0.81     0.43
caffeine       0.168      0.151    1.11     0.28

Example: How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 
ability depend on baseline anxiety?
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

What is a statistical interaction?
➤ Sometimes the effect of one predictor variable depends on 

another variable.  
➤ For example, "How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 

ability depend on baseline anxiety?" 
➤ By making non-anxious people better at speaking 
➤ By making anxious people worse at speaking 

➤ When that is the case, we say that these two variables "interact 
with each other" or that "there is an interaction between these 
two variables."
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 
ability depend on baseline anxiety?
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lmResultCafAnx = lm(speaking ~ caffeine + anxiety,data=df)
summary(lmResultCafAnx)

Call:
lm(formula = speaking ~ caffeine + anxiety, data = df)

Residuals:
   Min     1Q Median     3Q    Max 
-32.97  -9.74   1.35  10.53  25.36 

Coefficients:
                  Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)        -12.581      9.197   -1.37     0.19
caffeine             0.131      0.145    0.91     0.38
anxietynotAnxious   14.233      8.232    1.73     0.10

How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 
ability depend on baseline anxiety?

“main effects”
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: How does the effect of caffeine on public speaking 
ability depend on baseline anxiety?

➤ An interaction occurs when the effect of one variable 
depends on the value of another variable 

➤ To include an interaction between variables in a model, we 
multiply them in the formula:

lm(formula = speaking ~ caffeine + anxiety + 
caffeine * anxiety, data = df)

13



interaction term  
how much does the effect of 

caffeine differ between anxious 
and non-anxious people?

How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?
Call:
lm(formula = speaking ~ caffeine + anxiety + caffeine * anxiety, 
    data = df)

Residuals:
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max 
-11.385  -7.103  -0.444   6.171  13.458 

Coefficients:
                           Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)                 17.4308     5.4301    3.21  0.00546 ** 
caffeine                    -0.4742     0.0966   -4.91  0.00016 ***
anxietynotAnxious          -43.4487     7.7914   -5.58  4.2e-05 ***
caffeine:anxietynotAnxious   1.0839     0.1293    8.38  3.0e-07 ***
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How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?
ŷ = �1 ⇤ caffeine+ �2 ⇤ anxiety + �3 ⇤ (caffeine ⇤ anxiety) + �0

ŷanxious
ŷnonAnxious

3



How to extend your linear model to multiple predictors?

Example: Are exam grade and study time related?

3

Model 1: Simple linear regression (1 predictor)

Model 2: Multiple linear regression (2 predictors)

grade = �̂1 ⇤ studyT ime+ �̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="/sK6F5IUBed+Z5xs7a8DFKyMF10=">AAACGnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1aOXwSCIQtgVRS+C6MVjhESFJITe2U4yOPtgplcIS77Di7/ixYMi3sSLf+PkcTDGgoaiqpvuriBV0pDnfTszs3PzC4uFpeLyyurauruxeWOSTAusiUQl+i4Ag0rGWCNJCu9SjRAFCm+D+8uBf/uA2sgkrlIvxWYEnVi2pQCyUsv1OxpC5Ge80QXKGwES9Fs+3+eGsrBXlRHygwnPa7klr+wNwaeJPyYlNkal5X42wkRkEcYkFBhT972UmjlokkJhv9jIDKYg7qGDdUtjiNA08+Frfb5rlZC3E20rJj5Uf0/kEBnTiwLbGQF1zV9vIP7n1TNqnzZzGacZYSxGi9qZ4pTwQU48lBoFqZ4lILS0t3LRBQ2CbJpFG4L/9+VpcnNY9o/Kx9dHpfOLcRwFts122B7z2Qk7Z1eswmpMsEf2zF7Zm/PkvDjvzseodcYZz2yxCThfP3pMn+s=</latexit>

Model 3: Multiple linear regression (2 predictors w/ interaction term)

Model 0: Null model (intercept only)

publicSpeaking = �̂0 + �̂1 ⇤ caffeine+ �̂2 ⇤ anxiety + �̂3 ⇤ (caffeine ⇤ anxiety)

<latexit sha1_base64="otPth3g5iJFfG5ZIbhvBfn6uptw=">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</latexit>

publicSpeaking = �̂0 + �̂1 ⇤ caffeine+ �̂2 ⇤ anxiety

<latexit sha1_base64="mx/CsiN+oEKLQa/9G0FDQ3lGdLg=">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</latexit>

publicSpeaking = �̂0 + �̂1 ⇤ caffeine

<latexit sha1_base64="+ybr4zIYja0sCmTiqpCuiJ0iMaE=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIIohF2JqAdB9OJR0aiQhNA76U2GzM4uM71CWPItXvwVLx4U9ST4MU5iDr4KBqqruunpClMlLfn+uzc2PjE5NT0zW5ibX1hcKi6vXNkkMwKrIlGJuQnBopIaqyRJ4U1qEOJQ4XXYPRn417dorEz0JfVSbMTQ1jKSAshJzeJBmoVKiosUoSt1mx/yegcor4dI0G/6fPtHHfAtLiCK0G1rFkt+2R+C/yXBiJTYCGfN4mu9lYgsRk1CgbW1wE+pkYMhKRT2C/XMYgqiC22sOaohRtvIhyf2+YZTWjxKjHua+FD9PpFDbG0vDl1nDNSxv72B+J9Xyyjab+RSpxmhFl+LokxxSvggL96SBgWpniMgjHR/5aIDBgS5VAsuhOD3yX/J1U45qJR3zyulo+NRHDNsja2zTRawPXbETtkZqzLB7tgDe2LP3r336L14b1+tY95oZpX9gPfxCQEio1I=</latexit>

publicSpeaking = �̂0

<latexit sha1_base64="Y1ykmCUPiKR4XIIR2eneuVsRs3M=">AAACB3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUgi0GwCncS0UYI2lgqGhWSEOY2k2TJ3t6xOyeEI52Nf8XGQhFb/4Kd/8ZNTKGJDwYe780wMy9MlLTk+1/ezOzc/MJibim/vLK6tl7Y2LyxcWoEVkWsYnMXgkUlNVZJksK7xCBEocLbsHc29G/v0VgZ62vqJ9iIoKNlWwogJzULO0kaKimuEoSe1B1+wutdoKweIsGg6TcLRb/kj8CnSTAmRTbGRbPwWW/FIo1Qk1BgbS3wE2pkYEgKhYN8PbWYgOhBB2uOaojQNrLRHwO+55QWb8fGlSY+Un9PZBBZ249C1xkBde2kNxT/82optY8bmdRJSqjFz6J2qjjFfBgKb0mDglTfERBGulu56IIBQS66vAshmHx5mtwclIJy6fCyXKycjuPIsW22y/ZZwI5YhZ2zC1Zlgj2wJ/bCXr1H79l7895/Wme88cwW+wPv4xubmJkl</latexit>
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Today

2 3

What is correlation 
& how does it relate 

to causation?
General 

announcements

How to extend your 
model to multiple 

predictors?

Lecture 19: Generalizing what you have learned
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